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The Seventeenth Lecture : The Source Of Law

5- legislation :         

   Legislation is the formulation of law by the appropriate organ 
or organs of the state, in such a manner that the actual words 
used are themselves part of the law. Legislation includes the 
making of new law, and the alteration or repeal of existing law. It is 
the easiest and most common way of developing law in modern 
system- in particular, it can change the law, which the courts cannot 
do.

Importance of Legislation :   

   Legislation is the prime and most important source of law in 
civilized countries. Today, a great and increasing part of the law of 
these countries is to be found embodied by the law-making 
authorities in decrees or statutes. By legislation, the law is embodied 
in an authoritative form of written words and this literary expression 
is an essential part of the law itself.

Advantages of Legislation :      

    The advantages of the legislative may be stated briefly as follows : 
1- Clarity  

2- Speed   

2- Universality.
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Kinds of legislation :     
    There are three kinds of the legislation as following :
1- Constitutional legislation is the most supreme kind. It is the 

constitution of the state which defines its political system, the 
form of its government and the relationship among the 
authorities.

2- Ordinary legislation is the greatest part of legislative enactments 
belong to this category which include all legal rules enacted by 
the legislature.

3- Subordinate legislation describes the legal rules enacted by the 
'executive' acting upon a delegated authority from the legislature. 

Important terms :

1- Repeal   
2- formulation   
3- appropriate
4- manner
5- Embodied  
6- Literary
7- Expression    
8- Briefly  
9- category   
10- Ordinary legislation


